
For Chef Ranveer Brar the world is his kitchen. For when 
the chef travels, his appetite usually dictates the journey. 

Nivedita Jayaram Pawar asked Chef Brar for his best 
culinary rules of thumb when he hits the road. Here’s 

what he had to say...  
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Sweet KolKata 
As a chef and food show host, 
I have travelled the length and 
breadth of India including cities 
like Hyderabad, Delhi, Benaras, 
Lucknow, Kochi, Goa, Ahmedabad, 
Jaipur, Amritsar…and so on. Of all 
the places I visited Kolkata stood 
apart. It’s the city that has held 
on to its rich culinary heritage and 
distinct character. The city really 
impressed me with its food. Normally 
when a city grows, it loses its culture. 
But Kolkata is a culturally coherent 
city which has held on to its roots. 
The beauty of Kolkata is that you 
can have a gourmet meal for Rs 
100. A misti doi is priced at Rs 6 and 
a good chicken stew with bread 
costs just Rs 30-40. 

The nolen gurer sandesh at Nakur 
sweet shop is a must try. The sandesh 
is not mixed with gur but dipped in 
it. Just like coated chocolate this is a 
gud coated sandesh. The malai roll 
sandesh is awesome too. Here the 
sandesh is rolled in pure rich malai. 

Another must try is the Chitto da’s 
chicken soup at Deccer’s Lane. 

Served with a quarter bread, it’s the 
most simple and delicious comfort 
lunch. This is pure Raj food – British 
food converted in India. 

Last but not the least do try the 
dry mutton chop at Mitra Café. It’s 
served with a gravy and is just mind 
blowing.  

with love from lucKNow
Being a Lucknowi, I love the culinary 
heritage of this city. A must stop 
here is the famous ‘Rahim ki Nihari’ 
in Chowk. Run by a sixty something 
gentleman, known as Haji Saab the 
Nalli Nihari here is outstanding and 
the best. 

If you have a sweet tooth then 
the fresh malai paan at Ram Asrey 
in Chowk will take you straight to 
heaven and back. It’s basically 
sheets of malai stuffed with Kesari 
mishri and then rolled like a paan. 
It’s amazing how these malai 
karigars take out sheets of malai like 
a bed sheet. It’s a dying art worth 
preserving. 

rich chaNdigarh 
Chandigarh really surprised me. 
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Good food is generally associated 
with older cities with deeper cultural 
roots. I didn’t expect a new city 
like Chandigarh to have such 
entrenched food culture. You must 
try Pal Ka Dhaba. Everything that I 
tasted there was super awesome. 
Don’t miss the Mutton curry and 
shahi paneer. 

BeSt of BeNaraS 
The city of Moksh is a must visit for 
foodies. And while there do visit 
the Laxmi Tea House in Chowk. It’s 
astonishing how a simple tea can 
create such a traffic jam. The fire 
roasted toast goes perfectly well 
with the tea. 

I also enjoyed the kachoris at 
Bharat Lal Sharma’s tea stall. It had 
the thinnest crust and the tastiest 
filling of fresh peas. The mawa 
jalebis here are outstanding. These 
are mawa pedas dipped in jalebi 
batter, crisp fried and then soaked 
in rose scented syrup. Unforgettable! 

the BeSt way to exPerieNce food 
oN the go
Before going to a new place I look 
up for local food bloggers or tweet 
out asking for help. Once there I 
get in touch with a local expert or a 
food lover. I have them guide me at 
least for a day. After that I travel on 
my own. The idea is to get to these 
small, hidden places which only the 
locals know. This way you don’t fall 
into the trap of going to the regular 
touristy places. 

earlieSt food memory
I still remember the Churi I had as 
a child. My mom would crumble 
gud, ghee and stale paratha into 
a churma. This was my tiffin on the 
first day of school. Apparently, I was 
crying a lot but stopped as soon as I 
opened my tiffin!

weddiNg food treNdS 2015
main Spread: Indian fare has moved away from being just 
Indian to be diversified as ‘regional Indian’. The buffet now has 
clear identification of Punjab, Kolhapur and Mewar sections for 
example. Also Indian food is seeing a clear pairing on buffets. 
No food element is alone. Kebabs are paired with paratha, 
Biryani with salan and so on.

cocktails: With weddings becoming long events spread over 
at least two days and three meals, the cocktails are taking 
over the bar especially in the day events. Mojito, Martini and 
Caprioska bars are a craze right now. The evenings are more 
about dark spirit base though.

desserts: The wedding revolution as I see it has bought about 
the maximum change and evolution in the field of desserts. 
Western desserts now have a fair share of the overall dessert 
component. The Indian counterparts have become more 
beautiful and less sweet. This is also the area where most 
experimentation has happened with creative and clever 
infusion of western flavours in Indian classics

asked along the way…

weirdest thing i have ever put in my mouth 
Alligator meat, Kangaroo tail and dry 
roasted Crickets. 

on a romantic date… 
A Lucknowi meal of biryani, Dora kebab 
and shahi tukda Tiramisu for dessert.  

in my fridge…
Lots of Bombay Duck. I like to fry them or at 
times pan roast with olive oil, chilli flakes and 
garlic. It’s the best convenience food.  

a 2-minute recipe
Hing jeera aaloo. Just toss boiled potatoes 
with a hing-jeera tadka.

who cooks better, you or your wife?
Obviously, my wife! I want to eat at home, 
right?

favourite street food
Ulte tawe ka paratha and galouti kebab

regional favourites 
mumbai: Bhojohari Manna, Aswaad, 
Malwani Katta, Stadium 
delhi: Chainaram, Delight Dhaba, Ashok 
Chat Bhandar
lucknow: Rahim Nihari, Lallan Biryani, Idris 

last meal... 
Khichdi


